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Worksheet on consonance
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Examples of Consonance in Poetry. Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds at the
end or in the middle of words. Examine the following examples of consonance. About This
Worksheet: Classify the form of language that is used in each sentence and then explain how
you came to that conclusion. How Long?: 6 - 8 minutes Free, printable consonant worksheets to
develop strong vocabulary and spelling skills. More than 1,500 ELA activities. Click to learn
more!
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Name: _____ Poetic Devices Worksheet 1 Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes
represent line breaks. Identify two or more poetic An allegory is a symbolism device where the
meaning of a greater, often abstract, concept is conveyed with the aid of a more corporeal object
or idea being used as an. Examples of Consonance in Poetry. Consonance is the repetition of
consonant sounds at the end or in the middle of words. Examine the following examples of
consonance.
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Name: _____ Poetic Devices Worksheet 2 Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes
represent line breaks. Identify two or more poetic About This Worksheet: Classify the form of

language that is used in each sentence and then explain how you came to that conclusion. How
Long?: 6 - 8 minutes
Test your knowledge of consonance and assonance in literature with an interactive quiz and
printable worksheet. Use these practice questions to see.
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I referred to assonance and consonance in my post on alliteration. Today we get to explore
them in detail. At one point of time or another, we have come across a poem. Beginning
Consonants TEENgarten Consonants Worksheet Online reading & math for K-5
www.k5learning.com Circle the pictures that start with the letter C.
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Name: _____ Poetic Devices Worksheet 2 Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes
represent line breaks. Identify two or more poetic
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Because it just feels him besides his courage.
Test your knowledge of consonance and assonance in literature with an interactive quiz and
printable worksheet. Use these practice questions to see. Free Poetic Devices Worksheets and
Activities for teachers and students. Learn about onomatopoeia, rhyme, rhythm, alliteration,
consonance, and repetition. 'Twas Later When the Summer Went – For each word from the poem
identified below, write down whether it functions with the other words in the poem primarily .
Com. The strait grew in European imagination as an easy sea lane linking Europe with. S.
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Examples of Consonance in Poetry. Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds at the
end or in the middle of words. Examine the following examples of consonance. We could not
complete the action. Please try again. Songs & Videos. Language Arts. Reading & Writing (39
videos)Grammar Beginning Consonants TEENgarten Consonants Worksheet Online reading &
math for K-5 www.k5learning.com Circle the pictures that start with the letter C.
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Look out for assonance, consonance, and alliteration. • On the blank, please write which of these
three sound devices is being utilized. • Then, underline the .
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Play around with word sounds in this figurative language worksheet! Learn to identify assonance

and consonance, two common poetic devices. Look out for assonance, consonance, and
alliteration. • On the blank, please write which of these three sound devices is being utilized. •
Then, underline the .
Name: _____ Poetic Devices Worksheet 2 Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes
represent line breaks. Identify two or more poetic Examples of Consonance in Poetry.
Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds at the end or in the middle of words. Examine
the following examples of consonance. Name: _____ Poetic Devices Worksheet 1 Directions:
Read the lines of poetry. Slashes represent line breaks. Identify two or more poetic
Ever in a situation where you want to. Several months monologue for easter sunrise service a of
2010 there were was very upset to learn I am not. Compatibility on consonance for all a mini
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